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1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of fuzzy sets was introduced by Zadeh [17]. His idea was 
used by Chang [ 1 ] to define fuzzy topological spaces, which resulted in the 
study of various properties of such spaces by several mathematicians (2, 4, 
5, 8, 9, 13, 14-161. Later, Lowen [7] put forward the idea of a fuzzzy 
uniform space. Recently Katsaras [6] introduced fuzzy proximity spaces and 
investigated some of their properties. 
Bases for Efremovic proximity were studied by Csiszir and Mrowka [ 3 ], 
Njastad [ 111, and Sharma [ 121. In this paper we define a fuzzy proximity- 
base and a fuzzy proximity-subbase and prove a few results analogous to the 
ones that hold for Efremovicl. proximity spaces (cf. [lo]). For example, p- 
continuiity and product fuzzy proximity have been characterized in terms of 
fuzzy proximity bases and subbases. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section are recalled some of the definitions such as those of fuzzy 
sets, fuzzy topological spaces, fuzzy proximity spaces. 
2.1 [ 171. A fuzzy set in X is an element of the set ZX of all functions 
from the set X into the closed unit interval I. Let f be a function from X into 
Y. If ,U E I’, thenf- ‘@) is the element of Zx defined by f- ‘k)(x) = ,~df(x)). 
If u E Zx, thenf(a) E Zy is defined by 
f(U)(Y) = suP,,f-qrl o(x), if f-‘[ y] is not empty, 
= 0, otherwise. 
2.2 [I]. A fuzzy topology on X is a subfamily g of Zx satisfying: 
(i) 0, 1 E 6; 
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(ii) if p, p E &, then p A p E 6; 
(iii) if (pi: i E A) G 6, then SUpicn pi E g. 
A map c from Ix into Ix, is said to be a closure operator if for all p,p E I* 
we have 
0) P < ctih 
(ii) c(ccU>> = c@>, 
(iii) c@ V p) = c(u) V c(p), 
(iv) c(0) = 0. 
Given a closure operator on I*, the collection 
(puz*:c(l -p)= 1 -p} 
is a fuzzy topology on X. 
2.3 [ 131. Let (X, gl) and (Y, gz;) be two fuzzy topological spaces. A 
map f from X into Y is said to be continuous iff - ’ 01) E g, for each p E &. 
If 6, and 8, are two binary relations on Zx, then 8, > 0, iff 8, C 6,, i.e., 
subsets of Z* x Zx are ordered by inclusion. If 8, 2 0*, then we say that 8, is 
finer than 8, (or 8, is coarser than 8,). Given a binary relation 6 on I*, i.e., 
6 E Z* X I*, we write p 6 p alternatively for 01, p) E 6. 
2.4 [6]. A binary relation 6 on Z* is called a fuzzy proximity (f.p.) on X 
if S satisfies the following axioms: 
(FPl) p dp implies p 6,u, 
(FP2) @ Vp)Sa iff puSa or pda, 
(FP3) p Bp implies p # 0 and p # 0, 
(FP4) p d p implies that there exists a u E Z* such that p B o and 
(1 -a)JP, 
(FP5) p A p # 0 implies p 6~. 
If 6 is a fuzzy proximity on X, the pair (X, 6) is called a fuzzy proximity 
space. If (X, 8) is a fuzzy proximity space, then the map p t+p= 
1 - sup(p E Ix: p Sp) is a closure operator on Zx and the collection r(S) = 
(pEz*:~= 1 -p) is a fuzzy topology on X. If 6, > 6,) then 
r(4) 2 7w 
2.5 [6]. Let (X, S,) and (Y, 6,) be two f.p. spaces. Iffis a function from 
X into Y, then f is p-continuous iff p 6, p impliesf(.u) 6, f@). Eqivalently, f
is a proximity map iff ,u d, p implies f -l(u) b, f-l@). 
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If A is a subset of X, by x,,<: X --$ I we shall mean the characteristic 
function of A. By J, we denote the set of the first m natural numbers. The 
symbol 6 denotes throughout an f.p. 
3. BASE FOR A FUZZY PROXIMITY 
In the following definition of a fuzzy proximity base, the notion of a prox- 
imity base [ 121 is generalized to fuzzy sets. 
3.1. DEFINITION. A fuzzy proximity-base (f.p.b.) on a non-empty set X 
is a binary relation 9 on Ix satisfying the following axioms: 
(FBI) pu9p implies p9p; 
(FB2) if,uup andp<p*,p<p* thenp*9p*; 
(FB3) p 9 p implies p # 0 and p # 0; 
(FB4) p $p implies there exists a u E Ix such that p $ (I and 
(1 -4$Pp, 
(FB5) ,u A p # 0 implies p 9 p. 
3.2. THEOREM. Let 9 be an $p.b. on a set X and let a binary relation 
S(9) on I* be defined as follows: (a, p) E 6(9) iff given any two families 
(,ai: i E J,,,} and {pj: j E J,} with ,a = supieJ,pi and p = supjEJ,pj, there exists 
a pair (i, j) E J,,, x J, such that (ai, pi) E 9. 
Then d(9) is the coarsest Jp. on Xfiner than theJp.b. 9. 
Proof. By the definition of 6(g) and (FB2) we observe that S(9) > 9. 
Axiom (FPl) is satisfied because of (FBl) and the definition of S(9). Next, 
since S(9) > 9, (u,p) E 6(9) implies (,a,~) E 9. Therefore, by (FB3), 
p # 0 and p # 0. Thus (FP3) is satisfied. Suppose (,u, p) 6 S(9). Then there 
exist families {pi: i E J,} and {pj: jE J,,} with ,D = SUpi,zz,pi and 
p = supjEJ,pj such that for all (i, j) E J, X J,,, we have ki, pj) &A?. By 
(FB5), pi A pj = 0 for every (i, j) E J, X J,,. Hence (supisJ,,ui) A 
(supjEJ,pj) = 0, i.e., p A p = 0. This proves (FP5). 
Suppose (,a,~) E B(9) and u >p. Let (pi: i E J,} and (uj: j E J,} be any 
two families with p = ~up,,,~p~ and u = supjEJ, uj. Using u > p, we find that 
P = @ A 0,) v @ A q),..., V (p A a,). By virtue of the hypothesis there exists 
a pair (i, j) E J,,, X J, such that (pi, p A Uj) E 9. By (FB2), @i, Uj) E 9’ and 
accordingly (,u, u) E J(9). This proves one part of (FP2). 
Conversely, suppose that @,p) & S(9) and 01, a) 6Z B(9). Then there exist 
families (pi: i E J,,,}, (pj: j E J,,}, &cl;: k E J,) and {a,: 1 E J,} with 
p = supiEJ,pi, p = supjGJ,pj, p = supksJ,pb and u = sup,,,~u, such that 
gi, pi) & 9 for every (i, j) E J, X J, and @;, a/) 6? 9 for every 
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(k, l) E Jr x J,. Consider {pi A &: i E J, and k E J,.} and let pn+/ = 01 for 
I= 1,2,..., s. Consider {pp: p E J,,,}. Then p = sup{pi A&: ZE J,, kE J,.} 
and p V u = p, V p2 ,..., V p, V p,,+ , ,..., V P,,+~. By axiom (FB2) and the 
above construction, we find that hi A &, p,) 66 .A? for every (i, k) E J, X Jr 
andpEJ,+,. Thus (p,p V a) $ d(9). This completes the proof of (FP2). 
Consider the set 
w= (@,p)EzXXzX: (u,p)@&q 
and tr y E IX either 01, r) E S(g) or (1 - y, p) E d(9)). 
Using B(B) > -68 and (FB4), we obtain that W c 9 - d(9). 
We claim that W is empty and therefore (FP4) is satisfied. Assume to the 
contrary that W is non-void and &, p) E W. Then 01, p) & 6(s) and so there 
exist families (pi: i E J,} and (pi: jE J,} with (U = SUpicJ,rlli and 
P = SUPjrJ, Pj and for every (i, j) E J, X J, we have oli, pj) 6!! 33’. Let 
,X’@,p) = (p = m + n: m and n as described above}. Take any p E X@, p). 
Since @I, p) E 9, p > 2. Set 
Let q be the smallest member of X. Choose a (,u,p) E W such that 
q EX(,u,p). We also choose subfamilies {pi: i E J,) and {pj: j E J,,} of Zx 
such that m + n = 4, p = sUpisJ,pi and p = supjpJ.pj; and, for each pair 
(i, j) E J, x J,, we have (ui, pj) @ 9. Here one of the integers m, n is greater 
than unity. Assuming that m > 1, let cr = supiEJ,_,pi and therefore 
,u = u V ,u,. Then, using (FP2) for S(g), we obtain that one of the following 
holds: 
(i) Vy E ZX, either (a, y) E S(g) or @, I - y) E S(3); 
(ii) Vy E Ix, either @,, r) E S(g) or @, 1 - y) E S(g). 
Assume that (i) is true. Since u <p and (u, p) E W, i.e., (u, p) 6! B(9), we get 
(0, P) @ 4% b y applying axiom (FP2). By the construction of W, we 
deduce that (0,~) E W. Thus (m - 1) + n = q - 1 E X’, which contradicts 
our choice of q. Similarly it can be shown that the validity of (ii) again gives 
a contradiction to our choice of q. Hence W is empty. Thus S(9) satisfies 
all the conditions for a fuzzy proximity on X. 
Let 6 be any fuzzy proximity on X finer than the f.p.b. 9, i.e., S >, 9. 
Suppose @, p) E 6. If {pi: i E J,,,} and {pj: j E J,} are any two families of Ix 
such that ,u = supisJ,pi and p = SUpj~J,pj, then by (FP2) there exists a pair 
(4 j) E J,,, X J,, with (ui,pj) E 6. Since 6 > 9, (ui,pj) E 9. Applying the 
definition of 6(3?), we have @,p) E S(3). Consequently, 6 > a(3). Thus 
s(s) is the coarsest fuzzy proximity on X finer than the f.p.b. 9. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
Here the fuzzy proximity 6(g) is said to be generated by the f.p.b. 9. 
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4. SUBBASE FOR A FUZZY PROXIMITY 
Generalizing the notion of a proximity-subbase 1121 to the case of fuzzy 
sets, we provide the following defintion of a fuzzy proximity-subbase. 
4.1. DEFINITION. A fuzzy proximity-subbase (f.p.s.) on X (+a) is a 
binary relation s on Z’ satisfying the following axioms: 
(FSl) ,U A p # 0 implies @I, p) E s. 
Q32) LPI& s implies there exists u E Zx such that @, a) 6!! s and 
(1 -o,p)&s. 
4.2. THEOREM. Zf s is a fuzzy proximity-subbase on a set X, then there 
exists a coarsest fuzzy proximity b(s) on Xfiner than the$p.s. s. 
Proof. Define a binary relation 9(s) on Z* as follows: 
@,p)E9(s)iffp#O,p#Oandforevery~*>,~,p*>pboth(.~*,p*) 
and @*,,u*) are elements of s. 
Obviously 9(s) > s. Axioms (FB I)--(FB3) and (FB5) are easily seen to 
be true for 9(s). To prove that 9(s) satisfies axiom (FB4), assume that 
(,u,p) $9(s). The following two cases arise: 
Case I. y=O. Take u= 1. Then (O,o)@J??(s) and (l-a,p)= 
(0, p) 4 2(s). Similarly when p = 0, but p # 0, we take r~ = 0 and we are 
through. 
Case II. p f 0, p f 0. There exist ,u* >,u and p* > p such that either 
@*,p*) & s or @*,p*) & s. If @*, p*) & s, then, by axiom (FS2), there 
exists 0 E Z* such that @*, o) 6! s and (1 -a, p*) & s. Since 3(s) > s, by 
virtue of axiom (FB2), we have (,u, u) & 9(s) and (1 - u, p) 4 9(s). 
Similarly we can proceed for the case when @*,p*) & s. 
Thus 9(s) is a fuzzy proximity-base on X. Let 6(s) be the fuzzy proximity 
generated by 2(s). It is immediate that 6(s) is the coarsest fuzzy proximity 
on X liner than the f.p.s. s. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
If s is a f.p.s. on a set X then the f.p.b. g(s) as defined in the proof of 
Theorem 4.2 is the coarsest f.p.b. on X, which is finer than the f.p.s. s. We 
say that the f.p. 6(s) is generated by f.p.s. s. Similarly 9(s) is the f.p.b. 
generated by the f.p.s. s. 
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5. GENERATION OF FUZZY PROXIMITIES 
5.1. THEOREM. Let {S,: a E Q} be a non-void collection of fuzzy prox- 
imities on a set X. Then there exists a coarsest f.p. 6(-supaED 8,) on X such 
that 6 > 6, for every a E 0. 
Proof. Let 9 = n (6,: a E ~2). Then 9 is a f.p.b. and therefore it 
generates a f.p. S(9). Here S(9) fulfills the requirements of the theorem. 
5.2. COROLLARY. Let (6,: a E Q} be a non-void collection offuzzy prox- 
imities on a set X. Then &[sup{6,: a E Q}] = SUP{~(~~): a E Q). 
Proof: Since sup(6,: a E fi} > 6, for every a E Q, it follows that 
d [sup { 6,: a E 0 } ] 2 K(cS,) for every a E Q. Hence, 
d[sup{6,: a E Q}] 2 sup{&(fJ,): a E Q}. 
Now the finest fuzzy proximity 6 compatible with sup{&(b,): a E Q) is finer 
than 6, for every a E R, i.e., 6 2 6, for every a E J2 and therefore 
6 > sup(b,: a E Q}. Thus, sup{6(6,): a E Q) 2 &[sup{S,: a E Q}]. 
5.3. THEOREM. Let {S,: a E R) be a non-void collection of fuzzy prox- 
imities on a set X. Then there exists a finest fp. coarser than 6, for each 
a E a. Such an/p. is denoted by inf,,, 6, (or AaER 8,). 
Proof Let W be the collection of all fuzzy proximities on X which are 
coarser than 6, for every a E R, i.e., W = (6*: 6, > 6* for every a E Q}. W 
is non-void, because indiscrete proximity belongs to W. Let 
6 = sup(J*: 6* E W}. Let a be a fixed but arbitrary element of 0. Let 
(u, p) E 6,. If {pi: i E J,,,} and (pj: j E J,} are arbitrary subfamilies of lx with 
iu = suPi,J,cli and P = SUPjr&JnPj9 then there exists a pair (i, j) E J,,, x J, such 
that @i 3 pj) E 6,. Since 6, > 6* for every 6* E W, for the same pair 
(i,j)EJ,XJ,, @ivPj)E6* f or every 6* E W. Hence &,pj) E 9 = 
n 6* E W 6”; and, since 9 is a f.p.b. for 6, we have 01, p) E 6. Hence 6,2 6 for 
every a E a. Moreover 6 is finer than each member of W. 
As a consequence of Theorems 5.1 and 5.3, we have the following: 
5.4. THEOREM. The collection of all fuzzy proximities on a set X(#@) 
forms a complete latice under the ordering 2. 
6. P-CONTINUITY 
6.1. THEOREM. Let (X, 8,) and (Y, 6,) be two fuzzy proximity spaces 
and let s be a fp.s. for the fp. 6,. A function f: (X, 6,) + (Y, 6,) is p- 
continuous IX (it, p) 6? s implies (f-‘(p), f -I@)) 6Z 6,. 
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Proof Let f be p-continuous. Suppose (,u, p) & s. Then (u, p) @ I&, which 
implies (f-‘(J), f-‘(p)) 6? 6,. C onversely suppose that (~,p) @ s implies 
(f-%4 f-%1> @ 4 -..(a). Let &,p)@&,. Ifp=O orp=Oor t&p)@s, 
then Gf-‘($1, fp’@>) @ 6, and we are through. Suppose p # 0, p # 0. Let 
.9(s) be the f.p.b. on I’ generated by the f.p.s. s. 
Case (i). (u, p) E s -9(s). Then there exist p* >p and p* > p with 
@*, p*) @ s or @*,,u*) @ s. Each one of these gives us (f-‘(p), 
f-‘@>) 66 6,. 
Case (ii). (,u,p) E 9(s) - 6,. There exist subfamilies (pi: i EJ,) and 
(pi: jE J,,) of Ix with p = supieJ,pi and p = supieJ,pj such that 
olil Pj> @ s9(s) f or every (i, j) E J,,, X J,. Therefore, by (a) and by case (i), 
(f-lo.+), f-l@,)) & 6, for every (i, j) E J, x J,. Hence (f-l@,) V 
fp ‘@A..., V fp ‘&J, fp’@,> V f- ‘W,..., V f -‘@J) 62 d,, i.e., (f- ‘01h 
f-‘(p)) & 6, and f is p-continuous. This completes the proof. 
6.2. COROLLARY. Let (X, 8,) and (Y, 8,) be two fp. spaces and let 9 be 
a fp.6. for the fp. 6,. A function f: (X, 8,) -+ (Y, S,), is p-continuous iff 
cU,p) 6! 9 implies (f-‘(u), f’(p)) @ 6,. 
7. INDUCED FUZZY PROXIMITIES 
7.1. THEOREM. Let X be a non-void set and let F be a, non-void family of 
functions, each member f of F being on X into a fuzzy proximity space 
(Y,, S,>. Then there exists a coarsest fp. on X such that each member of F is 
p-continuous. 
Proof Define a binary relation 9 on Ix as follows: 
04~) E 2 ifi t..fW f @)) E 4 f or every f E F. We claim that 9 is a 
f.p.b. on X. Axioms (FBl), (FB2), (FB3) and (FB5) for a f.p.b. are easily 
verified. To verify (FB4), suppose (J, p) & 9. Then there exists some f E F 
such that (f Q), f(p)) @ S,. By (FP4), there exists a 8, E ZY/ such that (J(J), 
of)& S, and (1 -a,,/@)) & 8,. Let u = f -‘(crf). Then 01, o) & 9 and 
(1 - (T, p) 6? 9. Thus 9 is a f.p.b. on X. The f.p. 6(.9) on X generated by the 
f.p.b. 9 is the required f.p. Hence the theorem is proved. 
7.2. THEOREM. Let X be a non-void set and let F be a non-voidfamily of 
functions, each member f of F being on X onto a fuzzy proximity space 
(Y,, S,>. For each f E F, let gf be a f.p.s. for 8,. Then a f.p.s. g for the 
coarsest fp. on X which makes each f E F p-continuous is defined by 
01,~)~Siff(fti),f@))~g~ foreveryf EF. 
Proof. Follows from theorem (6.1). 
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7.3. THEOREM. Let {(X,, 6,): a E f2} be a non-void collection of fuzzy 
proximity spaces, and let X = flaeR X,. The binary relation 59 on Ix defined 
by 
01, P> E 9 iff (P,@), Pa@)> E 6, for every a E fi 
is a fp.b. on X for the product fp. 
Proof Follows from Theorem (7.1). 
7.4. THEOREM. Let ( (X,, 6,): a E Q } be a non-void collection of fuzzy 
proximity spaces and let (X, 6,) be the product fuzzy proximity space. A 
function f on a fuzzy proximity space (Y, 6) to the product (X, S,) is p- 
continuous iff the composition P, 0 f is p-continuous for each projection P,. 
Proof: It is sufficient to prove that if P, o f is p-continuous for each 
a E s2, then so is J Let Z8 be the f.p.b. on X defined by &,p) E 9 
iff (PC&h Pa@)) E 42 f or every a E a. Suppose &,p) & 9. Then there 
exists a E Q such that (P,(J), P,(p)) & 6,. By the p-continuity of P, 0 f 
we obtain ((P, 0 f)-‘P&t), (P, 0 f)-‘P,(p)) 6 6, i.e., (f -‘P;‘P,(,tt), 
f -‘P,IP,@)) G 6 and therefore (f-‘(p), f - ‘@)) @ 6. Thus, by Corollary 
6.2, f is p-continuous. 
8. FUZZY PROXIMITY-BASE INDUCED BY A PROXIMITY-BASE 
DEFINTION [12]. Let X be a non-void set. A proximity-base on X is a 
binary relation 58 on P(X) satisfying: 
(i) (A, B) E 5Y implies (B, A) c 9; 
(ii) if (A,B)E9 andAGA*, BGB* then (A*,B*)E3; 
(iii) (A, B) E 9 implies A # 0, B # 0; 
(iv) (A, B) G? $’ implies there exists a set E G X such that (A, E) 6? 9 
and (X-E,B)@9; 
(v) AnB#0 implies (A,B)ES. 
8.1. THEOREM. Let 9 be a proximity-base on X. Let a binary relation 
i(9) on I’ be defined as follows: 
For ,u, p E Ix, (a, p) 6Z i(9) tfl there are subsets A, B of X such that p < xa, 
p<xBand (A,B)G9. 
Then i(9) is afp.b. on X. 
Proof It is straightforward. 
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8.2. THEOREM. Let (X, .590) be a Jp.b. and consider the following 
statements. 
(i) there exists a proximity-base 29 on X such that .ir/,, = i(,-zl); 
(ii) (a,~) & 3Y0 implies there exist subsets A and B of X such that 
P<x~,P<x~ and k,lx,)@.%; 
(iii) the relation (A, B) E 9 iff hA, xB) E 9,, is a proximity-base on X. 
Then (i) and (ii) are equivalent and they imply (iii). 
Proof: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 6.2 of [6]. 
9. FUZZY PROXIMITY-SUBBASE INDUCED BY A PROXIMITY-SUBBASE 
DEFINTION [12]. Let X be a non-void set. A proximity-subbase on X is a 
binary relation s on P(X) satisfying: 
(i) AnB#0 implies (A,B)Es, 
(ii) (A, B) @ s implies there exists a set E G X such that (A, E) 6? s and 
(X-E,B)Qs. 
9.1. THEOREM. Let s be a proximity-subbase on X. Let a binary relation 
i(s) on Ix be defined as follows: 
For ,a, p E Z’, (a, p) @ i(s) iff there are subsets A, B of X such that ,a < x.~, 
p’\<xB and (A,B)@s. 
Then i(s) is a Jp.s. on X. 
Proof. The proof is straightforward. 
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